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As all art reflects the time and place in which it was created, the underlying mission of art museums is to engage, instruct, inspire, and enrich lives. Art inevitably forces each of us to look at our own lives and reflect upon our role in our shared human history. While museums contain rich stores of objects, the wealth of their resources is largely inaccessible to the public due to a multitude of barriers (e.g., geographical, financial, and time). Online collections can extend the multiple important functions of museums to many individuals beyond the confines of museum walls. Thus, this presentation examines the availability of, and ease of access to, art museum collections presented through web-based collection systems. Focusing on art museum collections in the United States, this project analyzes the presentation of museum objects in the online setting to codify and report on shared practices. Questions concerning fundamental features of online collection access, such as what percentage of the collections are available online, and how those collections are presented are explored, and allow us to reflect upon how far museums have extended their reach.
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